Globalisation impacts on crime

8 Great ways...

**State Crimes**
The influence of globalisation and Western culture on warlords leads to increased conflict—conflict over resources/minerals and involvement of global mafias in conflicts e.g. Coltan in DRC

**State Sponsored Terrorism**
Rise of anti-Western feeling due to cultural imperialism, anti-globalisation feeling and Western intervention in Middle East has led to a rise in state sponsored terrorism

**Green Crimes**
Role of transnational corporations in disposing of waste and increased air and water pollution in developing world is a product of globalisation—less environmental regulations

**Financial Crime**
Money laundering—global banks cleaning money for Russian Mafia through city of London one example of financial crime possible due to complex international finance procedures

**Cyber Crime**
Development of internet has led to an increase in phishing scams, cyber trespass, identity fraud, and interference in global politics, e.g. Cambridge Analytica

**Trafficking**
Drugs, Arms and Human Trafficking have increased due to growth of international travel and overstretched resources of national border patrols to stop organised criminals shipping goods

**Relative Deprivation**
Outsourcing of traditional manufacturing industries from Western nations to developing world has led to relative deprivation in areas of the UK—this leads to more criminal activity, status frustration due to lack of jobs and resentment towards economic migrants—resulting in hate crimes.

**Media Awareness**
Growth of media has given more knowledge of global crimes that are being committed and a fear of criminal behaviour in other areas spreading to the UK